Angular domain transillumination imaging optimization with an ultrafast gated camera
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation

Several applications in biomedical optics and optical remote sensing involve imaging through a turbid medium. In optical bioimaging methods, illumination and detection can be performed either on the same side of the medium for reflective imaging, or on opposite sides of the medium for transillumination imaging. Reflectance imaging methods\(^1\) such as optical coherence tomography\(^{2,3}\) and enhanced backscattering spectroscopy\(^4\), where photons are either coherently or diffusely reflected by the scattering properties of the medium, are more developed but suffer from limited light penetration into tissue. Transillumination imaging methods can image through thicker samples (since the photon path is not folded compared to reflectance methods) and have found application for small animal imaging.\(^5,6\) However, the challenges associated with the strong scattering properties of tissue places an effective limit on the detection of ballistic photons for tissues no greater than 3 to 4 mm in thickness.\(^7\) With recent improvements, transillumination imaging has found new applications, i.e., biometric authentication using vein patterns of a finger or palm\(^8\) and histopathological characterization and high resolution margin delineation of sectioned tissue samples.\(^9,10\)

When imaging thick tissue samples by transillumination methods, the image-forming signal is largely affected by scatter, and less so by attenuation. The scattering coefficient is of the order of \(\mu_s \approx 100 \text{ cm}^{-1}\), being about four orders of magnitude larger than absorption and thus leading to a total mean free path of only 0.1 mm. Therefore, for transillumination imaging of tissue samples up to a centimeter in thickness, the amount of
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ballistic light passing through the tissue sample is negligible. Only quasiballistic and scattered photons are present in large enough quantities to provide image-forming signal. Since there is no clear borderline between quasiballistic and scattered light, Takagi et al.11, 12 redefined nonballistic light into three categories: near-axis scattered light, weakly scattered light, and strongly diffused light. These categories were based on the concepts of deviation of photon trajectory from the original path and transit time taken to traverse the optical path. For a transillumination imaging system, photons in each category contribute differently to the spatial resolution of the resultant projection image. For instance, an imaging system that captures only near-axis scattered light provides higher spatial resolution compared to an imaging system that captures only weakly scattered light.11, 12

By using the dissimilarities of scattering characteristics in time, angle, and polarization, different imaging techniques have been explored to select ballistic and quasiballistic photons. In the time domain, the snake and diffuse photons are usually differentiated by photon travel times. Techniques based on the capture of snake photons with time gating alone13, 14 suffer from low sensitivity. Alternatives to time gating are polarization gating15, 16 and angle gating.17, 18. In certain experiments, combinations of more than one method were used for higher efficiency in imaging.19-23 Time and coherence domain imaging systems usually require expensive and complicated instrumentation including fast pulsed lasers and detectors, although polarization and angular gating can be less expensive approaches.

Our previous work23 showed that quasiballistic photons passing through a turbid medium quickly lost their initial polarization and so could not be selected using polarization-based filtration. Angle filtration of exiting photons was more efficient compared to the polarization filtration scheme. Angular domain imaging (ADI) utilizes a passive optical device to filter out highly scattered photons and is based on the principle that scattered photons tend to exit a turbid medium with a nearly uniform angular distribution, while nonscattered ballistic and quasiballistic photons exit with a trajectory that remains close to the initial trajectory with minimal angular deviation.24 Hence, by rejecting scattered light by ADI, internal absorption or scattering targets appear as shadows from outside the turbid sample.

1.2 ADI Principle

The simplest implementation of ADI involves the use of a converging lens and a pinhole aperture. When the aperture is located at the back focal plane of the lens, the arrangement forms a spatial frequency filter (SFF) and is capable25, 26 of blocking incoming photons with trajectories outside the angular acceptance of the SFF. Therefore, when used to view a transilluminated turbid sample, minimally scattered image-forming photons are preferentially selected to produce a projection image of the sample contents. An alternative design for ADI involves an array of high-aspect-ratio microchannels known as an angular filter Array23, 24(AFA). The AFA approach has the advantage that distortions and aberrations common to the lens/pinhole arrangement are avoided. As shown in Fig. 1, the AFA provides a means to reject highly scattered photons preferentially compared to quasiballistic photons, so that the projection image can be formed on the detector. Recently, a series of ADI studies analyzed silicon micromachined AFA performance for detection of information-bearing diffusely reflected photons27 and fluorescence targets.28 The experiment results demonstrated that ADI performed better than standard reflectance methods and could measure deeper structures more accurately.

1.3 Improvement of ADI by New AFA Designs and Time Gating

Although AFA devices have been shown to reject scattered photons for turbid samples with thicknesses of up to 6 times the reduced mean free path, beyond this thickness background-scattered light dominates. Background-scattered light arises due to photons that leak through the AFA due to internal reflections and/or multiply scattered photons that attain acceptable trajectories and leak through the AFA to the detector.23 One potential solution to reject photons that leak due to internal reflections is to introduce surface features into the microchannel walls that attenuate photons through the principle of reflection loss.29 We hypothesized that by introducing rectangular features into microchannel walls, photons will be reflection trapped and the effect of photon leakage due to wall reflections will be suppressed greatly. A potential solution to the problem of leakage of multiply scattered photons relates to path length differences between quasiballistic and multiply scattered photons. Due to their longer trajectory, photons representative of background-scattered light take longer to reach the detector than quasiballistic photons. Therefore, we hypothesized that time-gated detection of the early arriving photons will provide a means to suppress background-scattered light during ADI. This is based on the fundamental difference between path length gating (as employed by time domain) and trajectory angle filtration. As the path length gate is decreased, photons with path lengths exceeding the filter cutoff are excluded. While the trajectory angle gate is decreased, only the average path length of accepted photons is decreased. Images comprised of trajectory-filtered photons will always include a contingent of multiply-scattered photons, resulting in reduced contrast and degraded resolution. However, by combining both trajectory angular filtration and time gating, complimentary improvements in AFA scattered light leakage can be realized and push the detection limit of ADI beyond current levels.

1.4 Objective and Approach

Reflections off of the microchannel walls and background light leakage are two processes that limit the performance of ADI when imaging through thick turbid media. Therefore, to enhance our understanding of how these processes impact ADI so that ultimately sample thickness can be increased, the work presented here had four objectives. First, we sought to model microchannel wall reflections and their dependence on incidence angle of photons entering the AFA. Second, we wanted to compare the modeling results to measurements obtained with AFAs of increasing acceptance angles. Third, we tested a new AFA design for suppressing channel wall reflections and compared its performance to conventional AFA designs. Last, we designed an alternative strategy for suppression of background light leakage and compared it to established methods. Our approach to modeling was to apply the Fresnel law to the microchannel geometry to predict the transmitted light through the AFA as a function of incident angle. Our approach to reducing channel wall...
reflections was to optimize the design parameters of the AFA. AFAs of various acceptance angle and channel wall design (flat vs patterned) were fabricated and employed in transillumination ADI. We then evaluated the efficiency of the different AFAs at capturing quasiballistic photons and rejecting highly scattered photons and compared the results to the output of our modeling. Our approach to reducing background light leakage was to devise a new ADI design that combined angular domain imaging (using an AFA) with time domain technology in the form of a picosecond pulsed laser for illumination and an ultrafast gated CCD camera for detection. We then tested the new ADI design on its ability to improve image contrast by rejection of the late arriving photons that contributed to background light leakage. We then compared the results to those from wedge subtraction, which provided an independent means to correct for background light leakage.

2 Methods

2.1 Fabrication of Tissue-Mimicking Phantoms

In the following experiments, an aqueous suspension of Intralipid™ was employed to model the high scattering properties of biological tissue samples. Intralipid™ is a practical and widespread phantom medium for light dosimetry studies because, like tissue, it is turbid and has low optical absorption at near-IR wavelengths. As a scattering medium, the optical properties of Intralipid™ have been well described. Within each phantom we placed a resolution target at the midpoint of the optical cuvette. The resolution target consisted of a collection of L-shaped patterns (optical thick film of aluminum) on a glass slide to evaluate the horizontal and vertical spatial resolution of image; see Fig. 1(b). The L-shaped lines and spaces had various submillimeter sizes.

Results from earlier work demonstrated that the detection limit of ADI in transillumination mode depended on both the thickness of the sample and its scattering level, which is dependent on Intralipid™ concentration. For instance, a 150-μm line and spacing target was detectable with ADI at the midpoint of a 5 cm thick optical cuvette filled with 0.14% Intralipid™ as well as a 2 cm thick optical cell filled with 0.3% Intralipid™, and a 1 cm thick optical cell filled with 0.7% Intralipid™. This confirmed that the product of the reduced scatter coefficient (proportional to Intralipid™ concentration) and the thickness was a predictor of the detection performance of ADI. As described in Refs. 30 and 31, considering the forward scattering property (g = 0.75) common in tissue-mimicking phantoms, the reduced
scattering coefficient for 1% Intralipid™ is roughly 8 to 10 cm\(^{-1}\) in the near IR, while the absorption coefficient is about 0.1 to 0.01 cm\(^{-1}\), which is two to three orders of magnitude smaller. The reciprocal value of reduced scattering coefficients yields the reduced mean free path (MFP\(^{′}\)). Therefore, for the resolvable 150-μm-line targets, the effective resolution of ADI was 3 line pairs per millimeter (lp/mm) at a scattering level of 6×MFP\(^{′}\) about the detection limit.

2.2 Conventional AFAs

Monte-Carlo simulation programs designed to test the ADI concept showed that the collimator detects the shortest-path-length photons.\(^{23}\) Consequently, the collimator acts as an optical filter to remove scattered light while preserving the ballistic and quasiballistic light. Simulations suggested that smaller channels and longer arrays could enhance detection by >100 in the condition that they do not violate diffraction and Raleigh range limitations.\(^{23}\) In this paper, we report the experimentally determined effect of AFA geometry on ADI performance.

Four AFAs were fabricated using silicon micromachining techniques. Each had unique properties related to the microchannel aperture size, acceptance angle, and microchannel wall pattern. More about the fabrication of square-shaped AFAs is described in Ref. 32. During testing of the AFAs, a standardized ADI system (i.e., same light source, turbid sample, and camera used for all AFAs) was used to enable accurate comparisons between AFA geometries. The consistency of the ADI setup was critical since the resultant image contrast and resolution in ADI is known to be directly affected by the collimation quality, illumination shape\(^{18}\) (large field circular or line), wavelength of the light source,\(^{18}\) AFA alignment, sample scattering level, and camera pixel size. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the conventional AFAs were fabricated with a parallel array of square-shaped microchannels that varied in aperture size from 20×20, to 40×40, to 60 μm×60 μm. The microchannels of each AFA were 1 or 1.5 cm long to provide a complimentary range of testable aspect ratios (i.e., same aspect ratio, but different microchannel dimensions).
2.3 Reflection-Trapped AFAs

Even though the AFAs we tested in previous work\textsuperscript{32} had small aspect ratios, internal reflections within the microchannel led to apparent increases in the effective aspect ratio. For example, photons entering the microchannel aperture at an angle greater than the acceptance angle can reflect internally. As we discussed previously, intrachannel reflected light acts as a source of background bias (noise) in the ADI scans, and various techniques can be employed to modify the channel walls to suppress it. Previous methods used to reduce the internal reflection of the channel include coating the channel wall with carbon and increasing the surface roughness.\textsuperscript{29, 34} Although these methods reduced internal reflections, they did not completely eliminate reflected light from reaching the detector. We therefore devised an alternative design called a reflection-trapped AFA (RTAFA; last design in Fig. 2(a)) that had patterned channel walls to trap reflected photons. In the RTAFA device, the channel walls were patterned with square vertical ridges of 2.5 μm (at least twice the wavelength) at a periodicity of 20 μm. More fabrication details are presented in Ref. 35.

To distinguish between individual AFAs, we employed a naming convention for the AFA design based on either regular (AFA) or reflection-trapped (RTAFA) with the first number denoting the aperture size and the second number denoting the channel length. For example, RTAFA-80-1.5 represents a reflection-trapped AFA with an 80×80-μm microchannel aperture and a channel length of 1.5 cm.

2.4 Ray Trace Analysis of AFA Geometries

For AFAs with flat channel walls, photons with trajectories outside the acceptance angle range of the AFA can potentially pass through the AFA due to the high reflectivity of the silicon at shallow angles. Silicon (index of refraction, \( n = 3.65 \) in the near IR) can be up to 40% reflective to perpendicularly incident light, and much more so at shallower angles. Figure 1(c) shows the top view of one microchannel of an AFA in transillumination model, where \( L_1 \) is the distance between the scattering medium and the opening of the channel; \( L_2 \) is the distance from the end of the channel to the detector camera; and \( L \) and \( w \) are the length and the width of the channel, respectively. The angular parameters of the filter include \( \theta_a \) and \( \theta_b \). The acceptance angle \( \theta_a \) of the channel is defined as the maximum angle for light to arrive at the detector without experiencing any reflection with the channel wall, while \( \theta_b \) is defined as the minimum angle for photons to be blocked by the filter channel. The reflected angle \( \theta_r \) is the angle between \( \theta_a \) and \( \theta_b \). Incident light at \( \theta_i \) tends to reflect with the channel wall before it reaches the detector camera. Using the Fresnel reflection formulas for reflection of nonperpendicularly incident light, the reflectances \( R_s \) (for parallel polarized light) and \( R_p \) (perpendicular polarized light) are given by\textsuperscript{36}

\[
R_s = \left( \frac{n_1 \cos(\theta_i) - n_2 [1 - n_1/n_2 \sin(\theta_i)]^{3/2}}{n_1 \cos(\theta_i) + n_2 [1 - n_1/n_2 \sin(\theta_i)]^{3/2}} \right)^2, \tag{1}
\]

\[
R_p = \left( \frac{n_1 [1 - n_1/n_2 \sin(\theta_i)]^{3/2} - n_2 \cos(\theta_i)}{n_1 [1 - n_1/n_2 \sin(\theta_i)]^{3/2} + n_2 \cos(\theta_i)} \right)^2, \tag{2}
\]

where \( \theta_i \) is the angle between the incident light to the normal of the refracted plane and equivalent to 90 deg-(\( \theta_a/2 \)), and \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) are the indices of refraction for the incident light medium and the refracted light medium, respectively. In the case of the AFA for near-IR light, \( n_1 = 1 \) for air and \( n_2 = 3.5 \) for silicon. For a randomly polarized beam, both reflectance values can be averaged. Thus, instead of being fully attenuated, scattered photons that collide with the channel wall can be reflected (perhaps multiple times) and reach the detector, where they combine with quasiballistic light to form the image.

To simulate the performance of the AFA designs to photons outside the acceptance angle, we performed a simple optical ray trace analysis. The reflectance from the AFA microchannel walls was calculated using the Fresnel law [Eqs. (1) and (2)] and is reported in Fig. 3. Scattered light exiting the turbid medium at a point was modeled as a point source with isotropic emission. The point source is shown as \( P \) in Fig. 1(c). The normalized transmittance and effect of multiple reflections versus the incident photon angle (\( \theta_i \)) was calculated for a single microchannel of the AFA (AFA-60-1) with the central axis of the entrance aperture placed 2 or 5 mm from the source. An ideal detector was assumed (i.e., sensitivity assumed independent of position and angle of incidence).

2.5 Wedge Subtraction Method

In principle, most scattered photons are assumed to be rejected since they exit the turbid medium with an angle greater than the acceptance angle of the AFA. Yet, as discussed earlier in this paper, there is always a group of multiply scattered photons with trajectories that are within the acceptance angle of the AFA, because of the spherically uniform distribution of scattered photons in the turbid media [see trajectory 5 in Fig. 1(a)]. The analytical descriptions of the leaked scattered photons are described in Ref. 23. Experiments have shown that by slight deviation of the laser beam [shown in Fig. 2(c)] by \( \sim 2 \) to \( 3x \) the AFA acceptance angle, approximately the same amount of scattered light can pass through the AFA while the ballistic and quasiballistic photons will be rejected by the microchannels.\textsuperscript{23} Consequently, an ADI image collected using a deviated light source will contain mostly scattered photons with good pixel-by-pixel correspondence with the original scan collected without source beam deviation. Deviation of the source beam can be implemented by introducing an optical wedge prism into the light path prior entering the sample. This methodology enabled us to estimate the proportion of quasiballistic photons that provided the image-building signal to the proportion of scattered photons that represented the background leakage for each of the AFA designs. A wedge prism with a 1-deg deviation specification was used to redirect the collimated line of light out of the plane of the AFA. Wedge-subtracted images were computed by subtracting the background scattered light image (with wedge prism inserted in to the light path) from the image of the same sample collected without the wedge prism. The resultant wedge-subtracted image had enhanced contrast on a pixel-by-pixel basis.

2.6 Angular Domain Imaging (cw) Setup

To test the different AFA designs, a cw ADI system was constructed based on earlier work.\textsuperscript{18, 28} Briefly, an 808-nm laser diode housed in a 9-mm package (L808P1WJ, Thorlabs, New Jersey) was used for illumination. The emission area of the laser diode was 100 μm wide and approximately 1 μm high.
The emitted laser beam had asymmetry and high angular divergence along both axes. The beam was transformed into a collimated thin line of light using a beam-shaping system with the ability to correct the strong divergence. It consisted of an aspheric-cylindrical lens system to correct both horizontal and vertical divergence. Each AFA was precisely aligned to the collimated line of light from the laser source using a six-axis positioner. A high-resolution CMOS camera (1280 × 1024 pixel) with square pixels (5.2 × 5.2 µm; i.e., smaller than the microchannel aperture) was positioned directly behind the AFA. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the ADI system was used to image a turbid sample that contained a resolution target. The sample was placed on a computer-controlled vertical z axis stage between the output of the beam-shaping system and the AFA. Repeated ADI scans at a sequential series of sample heights provided a 2-D image of the turbid sample.

2.7 TADI System Setup

To test the effect of time-gating in combination with an AFA, a TADI system was designed and assembled. The optical layout was similar to the cw ADI system, but the TADI system included a pulsed laser for illumination and a gated camera for detection [Fig. 2(b)]. The laser emitted pulses at 780 nm with a pulse duration of 100 ps (FWHM) and a repetition rate of 80 MHz (PicoTA, PicoQuant GmbH and TOPTICA Photonics). A spectral filter (λ = 780 ± 5 nm) was used to block the background emission caused by the laser amplifier system. The beam was shaped into a uniform line of light using a cylindrical-spherical-cylindrical lens collimation system. While the majority of existing time-domain systems utilize a Kerr gate or a streak camera, we had available an ultrafast gated camera (PicoStar HR, LaVision) for image capture. The camera incorporated a microchannel plate (MCP) controlled via a high-rate imager (HRI, Kentech Instruments, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom). Gating of the MCP was achieved by applying a pulsed negative voltage across a photocathode in front of the MCP. The gate width was controlled using an ultrashort pulse generated by the HRI, with nominal gate width settings from 200 to 1000 ps. The output of the MCP was coupled to a 12-bit CCD camera (1370 × 1040 pixels). The MCP operated as a very fast shutter that was synchronized to the incoming laser pulses. Synchronization was facilitated by an electronic delay unit (Delay Unit, LaVision, Germany) between the output synchronization signal from the PicoTA laser controller and the input trigger on the HRI. The delay time (Td) on the delay unit could be adjusted with a resolution of 5 ps. With the MCP operating in “comb” mode, a sequence of gated transmission images accumulated on the CCD during each camera exposure (typically 0.1 to 10 s depending on transmitted light intensity). Overall camera operation including the setup of the delay time, camera exposure time, and image capture, and display was performed using camera acquisition software (DaVis, LaVision). The system enabled a parallel and temporally resolved detection of the light emitted from all microchannels of the AFA. To record the temporal point spread function (TPSF) of the detected photons from the sample, the delay was scanned electronically, typically in 15-ps steps.

Since the laser pulse duration was similar to that of the camera gate width, we evaluated the effect of laser pulse width on the performance of the TADI system. Results from the picosecond TADI system were compared to preliminary findings from a femtosecond TADI system assembled with a fiber-based pulsed laser (Femtolite Ultra CX-20, IMRA America). Since the fiber-based system had much shorter pulse durations of 100 fs (pulse repetition rate of 50 MHz and average power of 20 mW), the effects of laser pulse duration did not convolve with the camera response function. A more detailed description of the femtosecond TADI system is presented in a recent proceedings paper.

2.8 Image Analysis

The image contrast of specific ADI scans was quantified using an image contrast ratio metric based on the following formula:

\[
\text{contrast ratio} \% = \frac{\text{mean}(I_{\text{max}}) - \text{mean}(I_{\text{min}})}{\text{mean}(I_{\text{max}}) + \text{mean}(I_{\text{min}})} \times 100, \quad (3)
\]

where \( I_{\text{min}} \) is the average light intensity corresponding to the shadowed region (i.e., due to the shadow of the L-shaped target within the phantom), and \( I_{\text{max}} \) is the average light intensity corresponding to a nonshadowed area nearby the L-shaped structure.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Ray Trace Analysis of AFA Geometries

The results of the simple optical ray trace analysis based on the Fresnel law [Eqs. (1) and (2)] are reported in Fig. 3. For the source nearby (2 mm) the entrance aperture of the AFA

![Fig. 3 Reflected light intensity at AFA-60-1 placed at two different distances from a point source with uniform angular distribution.](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/journals/Journal-of-Biomedical-Optics on 05 Dec 2019 Terms of Use: https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/terms-of-use)
Table 1: Estimation of effect of reflected light in different AFA sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AFA</th>
<th>θ_a(deg)</th>
<th>θ_b(deg)</th>
<th>R_a</th>
<th>R_b</th>
<th>η</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFA-20-1</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.573</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>82.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFA-40-1</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>1.146</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>81.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFA-60-1</td>
<td>0.287</td>
<td>1.719</td>
<td>0.980</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td>81.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AFA</th>
<th>θ_a(deg)</th>
<th>θ_b(deg)</th>
<th>R_a</th>
<th>R_b</th>
<th>η</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFA-20-1</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>0.994</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>66.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFA-40-1</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>66.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFA-60-1</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>0.688</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>65.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

θ_a: acceptance angle; θ_b: blocking angle, [θ_a < θ_i (incident light) < θ_b]; R_a: reflected light intensity at an angle right after θ_a; R_b: reflected light intensity at an angle right before θ_b; η: proportion of reflected light intensity to total input light.

Vasefi et al.: Angular domain transillumination imaging optimization.

Table 2: Effect of channel wall reflection reduction by using RTAFA in resulted ADI image contrast measurements (through scattering medium with 2-cm optical cuvette filled with 0.3% Intralipid™ at λ = 780 nm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AFA Channel Wall</th>
<th>Aspect Ratio</th>
<th>CR (ADI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFA-60-1</td>
<td>Not-patterred</td>
<td>167:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFA-60-1.5</td>
<td>Not-patterred</td>
<td>250:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTAFA-60-1.5</td>
<td>Patterned</td>
<td>250:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTAFA-80-1.5</td>
<td>Patterned</td>
<td>187:1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Background Suppression By Wedge Subtraction for Various AFA Geometries

Figure 4 shows ADI scans obtained with four AFA devices, each of unique geometry. The turbid sample was used for testing and consisted of a 1 cm path length optical cuvette filled with 0.7% Intralipid™ (diode laser with $\lambda = 808$ nm), with the L-shaped resolution target placed at the midpoint along the optical path. The ADI scans in Figs. 4(a) to 4(d) show the intrinsic image contrast differences when the acceptance angle ranged from 0.11 to 0.48 deg. It is qualitatively apparent that the ADI scans suffered from low image contrast due to the fact that the images were formed by both quasiballistic light and background scattered light. As discussed in our previous work, one way to account for the background scattered light leakage through the acceptance angle related to the physical geometry of channel opening and the channel length, which leads to improved performance compared to a conventional AFA of similar dimensions, where the channel walls are reflective, leading to higher effective acceptance angles and poorer performance due to transmission of a greater number of unwanted scattered photons.

### Table 3

Summary of the ADI contrast experimental measurements for different AFA geometries (through scattering medium with 1-cm optical cuvette filled with 0.7% Intralipid™ at $\lambda = 780$ nm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acceptance Angle ($\alpha$)[deg]</th>
<th>CR% (ADI)</th>
<th>CR% (ADI-WS)</th>
<th>CR% (ADI-WS)/ CR% (ADI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFA-20-1 0.11–0.16</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFA-40-1 0.22–0.32</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFA-60-1.5 0.22–0.32</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFA-60-1 0.34–0.48</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AFA is to deviate the light source out of the acceptance angle of the AFA. With this method, the background-scattered light can be estimated and subtracted on a pixel-by-pixel basis from the ADI scan with collimated light. Applying this method to the images in Figs. 4(a) to 4(d), we estimated and subtracted the background-scattered light for each ADI image. The resultant images are shown in Figs. 4(e) to 4(h) and had much improved image contrast [compare the ADI scans of Figs. 4(e) to 4(h) to those Figs. 4(e) to 4(d), respectively]. Quantitative contrast estimates from the ADI scans supported the qualitative analysis. The contrast estimates corresponding to Fig. 4 are presented in Table 3. The poorest contrast ($\sim 4.0\%$) was obtained from the ADI scan where the AFA (AFA-20-1) with an acceptance angle range of 0.11 to 0.16 deg was used. The image contrast increased (up to $\sim 8.3\%$) for ADI scans collected with the AFA devices AFA-40-1 and AFA-60-1.5, which had an intermediate acceptance angle of 0.22 to 0.32 deg. ADI scans collected with the AFA-60-1 device that had the highest acceptance angle of 0.34 to 0.48 deg had the highest image contrast ($\sim 12.3\%$).

The wedge-subtracted ADI images shown in Figs. 4(e) to 4(h) show an image contrast improvement of about 4.5 times for the device with an acceptance angle of 0.11 to 0.16 deg, 8.9 to 10 times for the two devices with acceptance angles of 0.22 to 0.32 deg, and about 6.7 times for the device with the highest acceptance angle of 0.36 to 0.48 deg. Since we were using a wedge prism with angular deviation of 1 deg, it may not be optimal for the AFA-60-1 device, where the acceptance angle permitted quasiballistic photons to leak through to the detector.

The experimental results indicated that the larger aperture size from 20 to 60 $\mu$m enabled higher numbers of quasiballistic photons to be accepted by the AFA, which resulted in higher CRs. Also, longer arrays resulted in increased image contrast. In the context of our modeling analysis, this was expected since photons outside the acceptance angle experienced a greater number of reflections and hence they were attenuated to a larger degree before reaching the detector. A similar improvement in image contrast was observed for longer RTAFAAs, as shown in Table 2.

From the Monte Carlo analysis of the AFA geometry, it was shown that the AFA operates more effectively when the channel opening size is decreased and the channel length is increased (with the caveat that the geometry does not introduce diffraction issues). Consistent with the Monte Carlo analysis, we observed experimentally that longer microchannels improve the ADI image contrast. However, the experimental analysis showed that...
larger AFA opening sizes (up to 80 μm) resulted in better image contrast, which was inconsistent with the Monte Carlo results. Although one might consider using even larger channel openings, the spatial resolution (3 lpm; ~ 160 μm line and space widths) begins to degrade for openings larger than 80 μm. The channel opening also should be chosen to compensate for experimental limitations such as low light intensities due to source limitations and permissible exposure limits.

3.4 Background Suppression by TADI

Figure 5 shows time-resolved measurements from the TADI system using the AFA-60-1 device with and without wedge prism (ADI-W and ADI) at different scattering levels. The measured temporal response in each case was broadened due to the presence of late arriving scattered photons. This was in contrast to the temporal response computed by the wedge subtraction method, which was primarily confined to early arrival times representative of quasi-ballistic photons. As shown in Fig. 5, the proportion of ballistic/quasi-ballistic photons relative to the total photons detected through the AFA was measurable by the temporal profile peak intensity of ADI with wedge subtraction (ADI-WS) compared to the ADI case. At lower scattering levels such as μ’/l = 4 more than 60% of the detected photons were quasi-ballistic. The contribution of quasi-ballistic photons diminished to 20% at μ’/l = 5 and less than 10% at the detection limit (μ’/l = 6).

In an attempt to push the ADI detection limit beyond μ’/l = 6, the ultrafast gated CCD camera with temporal gate width of 250 ps was used for temporal discrimination of photons exiting the AFA. Figure 6 shows the image results for TADI versus ADI with and without the wedge subtraction method. The images are of an L-shaped resolution target with lines and spaces of 350 μm placed at the midpoint of a 2-cm optical path length cuvette filled with IntralipidTM solution at scattering levels of μ’/l = 5 to μ’/l = 7. The range of scattering levels was chosen to bracket the scattering level representative of the ADI detection limit. Scattered light rejection was evaluated using the wedge subtraction method for both angular (ADI-WS) and time-angular (TADI-WS) filtration. The image contrast values computed for the images in Fig. 6 are tabulated for each scattering level (Table 4). Our measurements indicated that the image CR increased by 10 to 15% for TADI alone, which was less than the image contrast increases observed with ADI wedge subtraction method. However, both time gating and wedge subtraction resulted in detectable contrast beyond the ADI detection limit to μ’/l = 7 with an image CR of 25%. At the 250-ps time gate width, non-scattered light can travel up to 5.5 cm, which is much greater than the sample thickness of 2 cm. Therefore, image contrast with TADI under these conditions is expected to be suboptimal since scattered photons with paths up to 5.5 cm will be accepted by the camera. A faster camera, such as a streak camera with a gate width of 50 ps could lead to more efficient time-gated filtration compared to the PicoStar camera.

We also investigated TADI implemented with a femtosecond pulsed laser (Femtolite Ultra CX-20, IMRA America, Inc.) and compared performance to ADI alone. More of the system setup is described in Ref. 37.

Figure 7 shows the temporal scan of the transilluminated signal from a 2-cm optical path cuvette as a function of the scattering level of the medium using TADI. The temporal gate width of the camera system was 250 ps. We discovered that the beam from the Femtolite had poorer far-field collimation properties compared to the picosecond pulsed laser (PicoTA), which had a negative impact on ADI performance. However, the image contrast improvement by the combination of time and angular gating was noticeable. Figure 7 shows the image contrast variation of the TADI system as a function of the camera gate width. The image contrast analysis was conducted at two scattering levels: 0.25% IntralipidTM with μ’ = 2.5 cm⁻¹ and μa = 0.01 cm⁻¹ (MFP = 5), which was below the detection limit of ADI and 0.3% IntralipidTM solution with μ’ = 3 cm⁻¹ and μa = 0.01 cm⁻¹ in a 2-cm optical length sample (MFP = 6). For the 0.25% IntralipidTM solution, the image contrast increased from 24% in ADI measurements to 68% in TADI at the earliest possible time gate measurement using a gate width of 250 ps. On the other hand, for the 0.3% IntralipidTM solution, the image contrast increased from 3% (about the noise level) in ADI measurements to 34% at the earliest possible time gate measurement. Hence, the time-resolved ADI measurement showed an image contrast enhancement from 4 to 34% compared to TADI with the-0.3% IntralipidTM solution, which represents a
greater than 8 times improvement in image contrast compared to ADI alone.

### 3.5 Implications of Scattering Level to Scan Time

Since the AFA devices had a limited vertical field of view and required vertical scanning to acquire 2-D images, acquisition time was lengthy. The scanning procedure was mainly limited by the camera exposure time and the communication between the computer and translation stage. The camera exposure time was dependent on the scattering level and laser power. For instance, to form an ADI scan at a scattering level of equivalent to 6 times reduced mean free path [Figs. 4(a) to 4(d)], the laser power was increased to 350 mW (collimation reduced the effective power that reached the sample) and the camera exposure time for each scan line was lengthened to 30, 15, and 10 ms while employing the AFAs with opening sizes of $20 \times 20$, $40 \times 40$, and $60 \times 60 \mu m$, respectively. However, in the practical implementation, data communication increased the time for one line scan to approximately 1 s, resulting in ADI scans as shown in Fig. 4 that took approximately 5 min (300 steps) to collect. Therefore, in the limiting case where data transfer from camera to computer is minimized, lower laser power and/or faster scanning times will be achieved by using an AFA with a larger acceptance angle.

#### Table 4

Summary CR measurements using AFA-60-1 in the ADI and TADI methods with wedge subtraction through scattering medium with 2-cm optical cuvette filled with different concentrations of Intralipid\textsuperscript{TM} at $\lambda = 780$ nm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intralipid\textsuperscript{TM} Concentrations</th>
<th>CR% (ADI)</th>
<th>CR% (ADI-WS)</th>
<th>CR% (TADI)</th>
<th>CR% (TADI-WS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.25%</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.30%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.35%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Conclusion

We experimentally characterized the angular distribution and proportion of minimally deviated quasiballistic photons versus multiply scattered photons in a turbid medium. The measurements were made using an ADI system in transillumination mode that employed different designs of silicon micromachined AFAs, each with a different range of acceptance angles. The balance between quasiballistic photons and unwanted multiply scattered photons accepted by the micromachined angular filters was measured to determine the optimum range of acceptance angles for the system.

A reflection-trapped AFA design was fabricated, tested, and compared to a conventional AFA design. The RTAFA resulted in a 50% increase in ADI image contrast compared to the non-reflection-trapped AFA design. The effect of time gating on the ADI method was also investigated. Time-resolved ADI scans of targets within turbid samples were captured with an ultrafast-gated ICCD camera system. The scan results indicated that TADI with a 250-ps temporal gate width provided some image contrast improvement compared to ADI alone. The effect of the wedge subtraction method in combination with TADI on image contrast was examined. TADI with wedge subtraction gave the greatest improvement in image contrast, which was more than 7 times larger than the result obtained with ADI alone for \( \mu_t'd = 6 \). The enhancements to ADI offered by RTAFA devices, time gating, and a wedge subtraction methodology led to measurable and significant improvements in image contrast for targets at depth in turbid samples. These enhancements provide flexibility when performing ADI imaging. They can either be utilized to reduce ADI scan time to achieve an image contrast comparable to standard ADI methodology, or they can be implemented alone or in combination to improve image contrast well beyond standard ADI methodology.

In conclusion, the angular filter method offered efficient scattered light suppression with moderate levels of scattering (i.e., an \( \sim 5 \) to 6 mm soft tissue thickness). One interesting possibility for future work is to employ the filtration properties of the AFA to hyperspectral imaging (i.e., a push broom setup) to provide a means to display differences in image contrast between different tissues based on their optical absorption/scattering differences in the near-IR spectral band.
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